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A Letter To My Future Children
Dear children,

I have hope that the world has become a better and safer place for you. I have hope that
you can walk amongst people without being looked down upon. I have hope that you do not
have to go through what I have gone through. There have been so many challenges I have had
to overcome throughout my life. I have hope that my story will be different than yours. We can
trace my story back to around 2003. But let me begin with your grandparents. My mother and
father did not have the best life either when they were growing up. They both lived in Nayarit,
Mexico and they both came from poor but hard-working families. A little while after they met and
got married, my mother was pregnant with me. It was at this time that they decided to make a
very big and dangerous decision. They didn’t want their first child to have the life they had. All
they wanted was a better life for themselves and me. So they decided to cross the border. It was
going to be hard and they knew it was a life or death situation. Thankfully, they made it safely to
the land of the free, America. Fast forward a couple of months later and I’m born. I was their first
child. Few years, my father was now able to speak both Spanish and broken English. I grew up
in a small mobile home in Washington. My first language was Spanish. The year before
kindergarten, my father taught me all the English words and phrases he knew so I could do
better in school. Throughout elementary school, my English became a lot better. I was fluent in
both English and Spanish. The only problem I had during elementary school was when I was
made fun of during lunch. Lots of my friends didn’t recognize the types of foods my mother
would pack me for lunch. During this time, I also remember that when it was my 10th birthday,
my parents took me to the store to pick out a birthday present. I stood alone in the toy aisle
looking at all the different toys when a worker from there kept looking at me. She stared at me
analyzing every move I made. I picked something out and she walked up to me and said, “You
better not steal anything.” I remember vividly feeling sad that she’d assume I would steal. During
middle school, things got verbal. Students I went to school with would call me names and make
fun of me for being Mexican. They would say the worst things about my parents such as saying
that all they came here for was to steal their jobs. All I did was ignore them and keep my
thoughts to myself. Then high school came around. I was a teenager and was more self-aware
of things. Yet being older also meant adults would say harsh things to me. During my teenage
years, I have been told to leave and go back to my country and that I should be ashamed to be
part of a family of immigrants. Out in public, I would speak to my mother in the only language
she could speak, Spanish. But sometimes, even speaking in Spanish seemed risky to do in front
of other people. Once I was in a line at a grocery store, and my mother spoke to me in Spanish
in front of an American family. The family yelled and commanded my mother to speak English.
They said, “speak Spanish, you’re in America.” Hearing other insults made me mad but hearing
this made my blood boil. For once, I yelled back. I wanted to cry because I realized that this
country was not progressing in any way for people of different races. Why should we be
restricted from speaking our native language? Why can’t we practice our traditions without
judgment? How come people of color/different races are looked at as threats to the country? I



do not wish for you to be treated differently. Many races have their challenges here in America.
You are not alone. A holocaust survivor, Steve Alder, too had some of these similar yet worse
challenges as a child. He was a part of a Jewish family in Germany during the 1930s. Steve’s
father amongst other Jews, was arrested by SS and Gestapo. Steve was sent to England years
later only knowing one sentence in English. He was placed with a small family and waited and
waited for the time to come to reunite with his parents. Steve said, “I didn’t know then or
whether I would see my family again…." Steve hoped to soon see his family again. Spring of
1940, he was finally reunited with his family. Many Mexican and Latino families who are trying to
come to America in search of a better life have been detained at the border and put in cages.
Many Latinos that are already in American have been deported meaning kids have been ripped
apart from their families. They also wonder when and if they’ll be able to reunite with their
families. Like Steve, all they can do is have hope. The Holocaust was one of the most horrific
events to have happened in history. In a time of war and sadness, people found a way to have
hope. Racism will always be around, but I hope it is not as bad for you as it was for me and
many others. Please do not be like me and stay silent. You have a voice and I want you to use
it. I have hope that you will not have to face these challenges in your life. Hope can and will
always get you through anything the world throws at you. If Steve never lost hope during a
horrible time in history, you shouldn’t either.


